
 

NEWSLETTER 
3 June 2022 

 

Words that 
hurt… 
In our Grade 6 and 7 Thinking Classes this week we have been looking at words which 
hurt us.  This was brought about when two girls came to see me after hearing words 
which, although not aimed at them, were deeply hurtful.    
 
We asked the question; how do we ensure that in the future no one is able to say that 
issues of racism or sexism were not dealt with by our school.  How do we make 
everyone more aware of what words are hurtful?  We decided to conduct the lesson by 
allowing each person to write down the words which they felt would be most hurtful for 
them, the point being that because we are all different, the words that hurt would be 
different too.  
 
I was not prepared for what was to come.  I was amazed at the level of honesty and 
maturity shown by our children in Grade 6 and 7, but also disturbed by some of the 
comments that were shared.  There was a sharp distinction between those used online 
and those used in person.  The anonymity or lack of accountability which accompanies 
online communication seems to cause a detachment which encourages extremely 
damaging and “raw” things to be said. 
 
The learning from this exercise was just how often we say things which we do not 
perceive to be hurtful, but which are damaging to others.  A simple example is that to 
many people, being thin is a goal, while to a person who struggles with being too thin, 
being called skinny is really hard.  Their struggle is diminished. 
 
What was also evident is just how courageous some of our children are.  The bravery to 
share the thing you find most difficult about being at school or most hurtful was shown 
by many of the students and I was both incredibly proud and touched by what was said.  
 
It is our hope that through discussions like this, we can all learn to be more careful 
about what we say and by so doing take better care of each other. 
 

Upcoming Events 
7 June Grade 5 Mini Musicals at 
13h30 
9 June Grade 6 Showcases @ 13h15 
16 June Youth day (Public holiday) 
17 June (School holiday) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



GRADE 4 TO 7 
ASSESSMENTS 

As we are coming to the end of 
this term we acknowledge that 
this has been a very stressful time 
for all our learners as they were 
preparing for the end of term 
assessments.  
 
Assessments this term are part of 
Continuous Based Assessments 
(Term 1 - 3). The focus of Term 3 
will mainly be project- based and 
an explanation will be emailed 
with the first newsletter of Term 3.  
 
In Term 4 there will be a formal assessment week. This has been part of the curriculum 
expectation for the last few years. The one difference is that Term 2 is no longer 
considered an exam term, but rather, a formal assessment term.  At the start of every 
term we communicate regarding the assessments for each grade through the planner. 
 
In planning this we do consider all the aspects in ensuring that our learners are not 
overwhelmed with too many content subjects in one week. Teachers also communicate 
in advance with their students on the content they have to prepare. Revision and 
explanations are also covered in class. 
 
Parents are encouraged to contact their relevant teachers, grade heads or Ms Visagie 
for clarity if this is needed or for more specific information pertaining to how 
assessments work in a specific grade. 

 
LATE COLLECTION OF LEARNERS AT THE 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 
We have an increased number of learners who are being 
collected late at the Primary School and who are not 
attending aftercare.  Because we have staff at sport 
these learners cannot be supervised.  They must 
therefore attend aftercare until they are collected, or be 
collected earlier, or participate in sport.  We ask for your 
cooperation with this matter. 
 



CONGRATULATIONS 
RYAN! 
Ryan Foster came 12th 
overall in the speed cube 
competition over the 
weekend.  
Well done, Ryan, 
proudly CBPS!  
 

 

 
 
 
 

UNDER ARMOUR ALL 
OUT MILE 
Sophia Goddard in Grade 6 
competed in the Under Armour all 
out mile held on World Running 
Day on the 1st of June. The event 
was held at Greenpoint track, with 
runners needing to compete 1 
mile (1,6km) as fast as possible.  
 
Sophia finished in a time of 8 
minutes and 15 seconds.  
 
Well done Sophia, Proudly CBPS! 
 

 
 



NETBALL RESULTS AGAINST HERSCHEL PRIMARY 
Well done girls! Proudly CBPS! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U10 A WON 11-0 B DREW 3-3 

U11 A WON 5-0 B DREW 0-0 

U12 A WON 14-0 B WON 12-1 

U13 A WON 16-2 B WON 12-4  



GRADE R  
In honour of child protection week 

  



Busy with numbers and counting in Grade R 

Shared reading 
  



GRADE 3  
Group work making insects 

  



 



  



  



 
Congratulations: 
Adam Bouqallaba in grade 7 has been awarded a Sports Scholarship to attend Claremont 
Senior school and football academy in England. He starts Year 9, which is Grade 8, in 
September 2022. 
Message from Adam’s mom: 
It is a partial scholarship, and we all know how crazy the exchange rate is for us living in 
South Africa, so we need to raise funds to cover the balance of the scholarship. I honestly 
can't let this opportunity pass him by. Thus, the fundraising campaign to make his dream 
come true of getting a good quality education and playing good quality football. 
Let's see how much we can raise! 
From the bottom of our hearts, Thank You, Enkosi, Dankie, Shukran. God bless you 
always.   
See link below if you are in the position to help  
https://www.backabuddy.co.za/adam-bouqallaba 
  

https://www.backabuddy.co.za/adam-bouqallaba


 
 
 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



SCHOOL OF MAGIC 

Create long lasting magical memories with our exciting entertainment party program 
“One Day in Hogwarts”! 

This is an amazing quest where it’s participants turn into students of the School of Magic. 

To make it happen we will supply Harry Potter costumes and props from movies and 
books.  

The School of Magic program is 1-1.5 hours long and consists of 5 exciting lessons: 

• Potion making 

• Fantastic beasts 

• Magical items 

• Spells  

• Divination  

Turn your child’s party into an adventure full of magic and fun activities.  

Ages: 7-13 

For more information WhatsApp to 076 9360329 

Follow us on Instagram: @gagarinkvest 

  



Glitter Tattoos 
Glitter Tattoos are 
temporary tattoos for 
your next party. 
A variety of stencils 
along with 30 different 
colours to choose from 
are applied with glue 
that is safe on the skin. 
Your glitter tattoo can 
last between 3-7days. 
Glitter Tattoos are a 
fun way to entertain 
the little ones of all 
ages. 
I look forward to 
assisting you with any 
inquires you may have. 

 

 
 

 
  



TUTOR FOR GRADE 1-3: 
I am a qualified Foundation Phase teacher with more than 7 years teaching experience. I 
taught Grade 2 at Camps Bay from 2014-2019. I have extensive knowledge of the 
curriculum and would love to equip your child with the tools and skills to improve in 
reading, writing, phonics and spelling as well as consolidate all skills and concepts 
covered in math. Above all else, I am passionate about EQ and social and emotional 
well-being and offer support in emotional competencies. Please see my website: 
www.buildingheroescpt.com 
My rate per hour: R250 
Email: mybuildingheroes@gmail.com 
Contact: Ashley Peter Cell: 076 7767467  
 

 

 
 
 

http://www.buildingheroescpt.com/
mailto:mybuildingheroes@gmail.com


  



  



  



 
BABYSITTER: 
Our live in domestic helper Thali is available to babysit in the evenings in Camps Bay. 
Will need collecting and taken home. She is friendly, kind and loves children and pets. 
Thali is also available on Monday and Friday mornings for domestic work. Good 
references. Please give her a call on 0631405983. 
 
 
 
 
  



  



  



 



 


